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Background 

 

Students are expected to have acquired a reasonable degree of language 
proficiency in the English Language by the time they come to class XI, and the 
course aims, essentially, at promoting higher-order language skills. 

 

For a large number of students, the higher secondary stage will be a preparation for 
the university, where a fairly high degree of proficiency in English may be required. 
But for another large group, the higher secondary stage may be a preparation for 
entry into the professional domain. The  Core  Course should cater to both groups by 
promoting the language skills required for academic study as well as the language 
skills required for the workplace. 

 

Competencies to be focused on: 
 

The general objectives at this stage are to: 
 

•     listen  and  comprehend  live  as  well  as  record  in  writing  oral 
      presentations  on  a variety of topics 

•     develop   greater   confidence   and   proficiency   in   the   use   of   language 
      skills necessary  for  social  and  academic  purpose  to  participate  in  group 

      discussions, interviews by making short oral presentation on given topics 

•     perceive the overall meaning and organisation of the text (i.e., correlation of the  
      vital portions of the text) 
•    identify the central/main point and supporting details, etc., to build  
     communicative competence in various lexicons of English 

•     promote advanced language skills to develop the skills of reasoning, drawing  

      inferences, etc. through meaningful activities 

•     translate texts from mother tongue(s) into English and vice versa 

•   develop the ability and acquire the knowledge required to engage in independent  

     reflection and enquiry 



•     read and comprehend extended texts  (prescribed and non-prescribed)  in  the  
      following genres: science fiction, drama, poetry, biography, autobiography,  
      travel and sports literature, etc. 
•     text-based  writing  (i.e.,  writing  in  response  to  questions  or  tasks  based on  
      prescribed or unseen texts) understand and respond to lectures, speeches, etc 

     Write expository/argumentative essays, explaining or developing a topic, arguing a   

    case, etc. write formal/informal letters and applications for different purposes 

●    make use of contextual clues to infer meanings of unfamiliar vocabulary 

●    select, compile and collate information for an oral presentation 

●    produce unified paragraphs with adequate details and support 

●    use grammatical structures accurately and appropriately 

● write items related to the workplace (minutes, memoranda, notices, summaries, 
reports etc. 

● filling up forms, preparing CVa , e-mail messages., making notes from reference 
materials, recorded talks etc. 
The core course should draw upon the language items suggested for class IX-X and 
delve deeper into their usage and functions. Particular attention may, however, be 
given to the following areas of grammar: 

 

•       The use of passive forms in scientific and innovative writings. 
 

•       Convert one kind of sentence/clause into a different kind of structure as well 
        as other items to exemplify stylistic variations  in  different  discourses  modal 
        auxiliaries- uses based on semantic considerations. 

 

 
 

•  A. Specific Objectives of Reading 

 

Students are expected to develop the following study 
skills: 

 

•       skim for main ideas and scan for details 

 

● refer  to  dictionaries,  encyclopedia,  thesaurus  and  academic  reference  material  
in any format 

 

•       select  and  extract  relevant  information,  using  reading  skills  of  skimming  
and scanning 

 

●   understand the writer's purpose and tone          
 

•       comprehend the difference between the literal and the 
figurative 

 



• differentiate between claims and realities, facts and opinions, form business opinions 
based on the latest trends available 

 

• comprehend technical language as required in computer-related fields,  arrive at 
personal conclusion and logically comment on a given text. 

 

● Specifically develop the ability to be original and creative in interpreting opinion, 
develop the ability to be logically persuasive in defending  one's opinion   and 
making notes based on a text. 

 

B. Listening and Speaking 

 

Speaking needs a  very   strong  emphasis  and  is  an  important  objective  leading  
to professional  competence.  Hence,  testing  of  oral  skills  must  be  made  an  
important component of the overall testing pattern. To this end, speaking and 
listening skills are overtly built into the material to guide the teachers in actualization 
of the skills. 

 

I. Specific Objectives of Listening & Speaking 

 

Students are expected to develop the ability to: 
 

•       take organized notes on lectures, talks and listening passages 

•       listen  to  news  bulletins  and  to  develop  the ability  to discuss informally   a   

        wide ranging issues like current national and international affairs, sports, 

        business, etc. 
•       respond in interviews and to participate in formal group discussions. 

•       make enquiries meaningfully and adequately and to respond to enquiries to 

        travel within the country and abroad. 
•       listen to business news and to be able to extract relevant important  
        information. 

●    to develop public speaking skills. 
 

 C. Specific Objectives of Writing 

The students will be able to: 
 

●    write letters to friends, relatives, etc. to write business and official letters. 

●    open accounts in post offices and banks. To fill in railway/airline reservation forms. 

●    draft notices, advertisements and design posters effectively and appropriately 

● write on various issues to institutions seeking relevant information, lodge complaints, 
express gratitude or render apology. 

● write applications, fill in application forms, prepare a personal bio-data for admission 
into colleges, universities, entrance tests and jobs. 



● write informal reports as part of personal letters on functions, programmes and 
activities held in school (morning assembly, annual day, sports day, etc.) 

● write formal reports for school magazines/events/processes/ or in local newspapers 
about events or occasions. 

● express opinions, facts, arguments in the form of speech or debates, using a variety 
of accurate sentence structures 

●    draft papers to be presented in symposia. 
 

●    take down notes from talks and lectures. 

●    write examination answers according to the requirement of various subjects. 

●    summarise a text. 
 

Prescribed Books 

1. Hornbill: English Reader published by National Council of Education Research and 

Training, New Delhi 

2. Snapshots: Supplementary Reader published by National Council of Education 

Research and Training, New Delhi 
 

 

E-REFERENCES 

 

https://www.ncertbooks.guru/ncert-class-11-english-book 

https://www.embibe.com/exams/ncert-books-for-class-11/ 

https://www.ncertbooks.guru/ncert-books-pdf/ 

SYLLABUS BREAK UP 

 

MONTH – WISE  as well as EXAM-WISE 

 

 
MAY AND JUNE 

 

 

GRAMMAR- Tenses 
Learning outcomes :  
The students will be able to recollect, apply their knowledge and clear their doubts. 
HORNBILL: 
 The  Portrait of a  Lady, 
Learning outcomes :  
i)to develop an independent attitude in thought and action 
 ii) to accept and manage the situations with patience and tolerance 
 iii)to know the expressions used in the lesson and their usage 

https://www.ncertbooks.guru/ncert-class-11-english-book/
https://www.embibe.com/exams/ncert-books-for-class-11/
https://www.ncertbooks.guru/ncert-books-pdf/


 iv)to know the sacrifices and support given by the grandparents in the family 
 A Photograph 
Learning outcomes: 
i) understand the importance of human relationships.  
ii) understand the nostalgic experiences of the past. 
 iii) understand that the moments of life have been permanently etched in the 
poet‟s mind with a feeling of eternal loss. 
 iv) understand that death is imminent and human life is mortal. 
 

WRITING SKILL -  
Factual Description 
Learning outcomes: 
 

Describe a person, place, object or event with appropriate language, use of 

accurate vocabulary, expressions and sentence structure. i) Guide the students to 
write effectively. ii) The students will be able to express their ideas by writing the 

skill. 
 

 Notice 
Learning outcomes: 
 

-The students to express and write effectively. - Awareness of the form, content 
and process of writing. -Knowledge of the purpose and importance of writing a 

Notice. 
 i) Guide the students to write effectively. 
 ii) To write in a formal tone, to be precise and to the point.  
iii) To write with appropriate vocabulary and expressions.  
iv) The students will be able to express their ideas by writing the skill.  
Poster 
Learning outcomes: 
 

i) Guide the students to write effectively. ii) to be precise and to the point. vi) To 

write with appropriate vocabulary and expressions. vii) The students will be able to 
express their ideas by designing a poster. 
 

MONDAY TEST  
JUNE 21,2021 
Tenses,The  Portrait of a  Lady, A Photograph,Notice,Letter to the Editor 
 

JULY 
 

 

HORNBILL- 
 The Laburnum Top  
Learning outcomes: 
 

i) Think, analyse and observe 
 ii) Know how to identify rhyme scheme 



 iii) enjoy the beauty of nature iv) understand what are the hardships of life and 
how we can overcome them  
Discovering Tut 
Learning outcomes: 
 

i)Think, analyse and observe ii)Know the meanings of new phrases iii)Satisfy their 
curiosity about King Tut‟s mummy iv)Know about the archaeology and 
advancement in technologies v)Understand the wastefulness of war 
GRAMMAR- Modals, Determiners, Tenses 
Learning outcomes: 
 

The students will be able to recollect apply their knowledge and clear their doubts. 
WRITING SKILL- Job Application, Business Letters 
-Express effectively, sharing ideas and develop an appropriate style of writing. 
  Business Letters 
Guide the students to write effectively. -Develop and strengthen business relations, 

enquiries, registering complaints, placing orders, sending replies, apply for a job. -
Letter to school authorities regarding admission, school issues, requirements and 
suitability. -To write in a formal tone, to be precise and to the point. -Focus on the 

qualifications and experiences. - students will be able to write effectively. ii) 
Develop and strengthen business relations, enquiries, registering complaints, 

placing orders, sending replies, apply for a job. iii) Letter to school authorities 
regarding admission, school issues, requirements and suitability. iv) To write in a 
formal tone, to be precise and to the point. v) Focus on the qualifications and 

experiences. vi) To write with appropriate vocabulary and expressions. vii) The 
students will be able to express their ideas by writing different letters. 
 

  
HORNBILL- We’re Not Afraid To Die   
Learning outcomes: 
 

i) learn the parts of a ship and different terms/words related to voyage ii) realise 
that hazardous experience teaches one to face the adverse circumstances with 

courage iii) understand that presence of mind along with the practical knowledge is 
important to take 
SNAPSHOTS -The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse, 
Learning outcomes: 
 

i) enjoy humorous piece ii) inculcate values like honesty, trust, responsibility etc iii) 

deal with the temperament of different family members to create a bond. iv) be 
generous towards animals. 
 Ranga’s Marriage 
Learning outcomes: 
 

i) understand the influence of the English language and Western culture in villages. 

ii) understand the conflict between tradition and modernity and shows how tradition 
is deep-rooted in our culture. iii) understand that education makes one civilized and 



responsible. iv) understand the astrological perceptions in context with the scientific 
temperament v) know the shift in marriages in Indian society. vi) appreciate the 

humour used by the author. vii) know the phrases used in the lesson. 
 

WRITING SKILL –Note Making, 
Learning outcomes: 
-Express effectively, sharing ideas and develop an appropriate style of writing. 
 

AUGUST  

 

 

HORNBILL –Childhood 

Learning outcomes: 
i) Think, analyse and observe ii) Know how to identify rhyme scheme iii) Gain 

individuality iv) Differentiate between innocence and maturity v) Respect different 
people vi) Appreciate poem vii) Learn where and when has his childhood gone 

 Landscape of the Soul 

Learning outcomes: 
i)understand that art is one of the forms of expression like poetry, music and 
dance. ii) understand the concept of Sansui iii) know about Chinese art and 

European art iv) gain insight into the life of Nekchand and his art. v) understand 
the advantages of meditation, pranayama etc vi)enhance the creative skills vii) 
realise that life makes no meaning unless we undertake the inner, spiritual journey 

SNAPSHOTS -Albert Einstein at School 
Learning outcomes: 
i) understand the difference between information gathering and insight formation ii) 

understand the struggles and conflicts faced by Einstein iii) know Einstein‟s theory 
of education iv) know that ideas matter rather than the facts v) have an honest 
approach towards solving the problem vi) know various incidents from the life of 

the scientist 
 

WRITING SKILL- Speech and Debate 
Learning outcomes: 
 i) Guide the students to write effectively. ii) To write with appropriate vocabulary 
and expressions. iii) The students will be able to express their ideas by writing the 

skills.  
 

 

 

 

MID TERM EXAMINATION- 
August 24 - September 7,2021 



HORNBILL: The  Portrait of a  Lady, A Photograph,The Laburnum Top , Discovering 
Tut, We’re not Afraid To Die ,Childhood 
SNAPSHOTS -Albert Einstein at School,The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse, 
Ranga’s Marriage 
WRITING SKILL –Note Making,Job Application,Business Letters-Making Enquiry, 
Complaint, Placing & Cancelling Order,Factual Description, Notice , Letter to the 
Editor 
GRAMMAR-Integrated grammar 
 

 

ASSESSMENT OF SPEAKING & LISTENING SKILLS 

Learning outcomes: 
The students will be able to enhance their speaking and listening skill. 

 

                                                    SEPTEMBER                                                     
                                                                 
HORNBILL -Ailing Planet 
Learning outcomes: 
The students will be able to understand i) issues of the declining state of Mother 

Earth and sustainable development. ii) share and care and not to dominate iii) the 
concept of sustainable development iv) the four principal biological systems of earth 
v) the holistic approach for the planet to realize the responsibility. vi) the current 

population statistics of the country.  
SNAPSHOTS- The Address 
Learning outcomes: 
 

The Adventure: 
Learning outcomes: 
 The students will be able to i) understand the relationship between science and 
history ii) appreciate and enjoy science fiction iii) know the life of a great scientist 

Prof. Jayant Narlikar iv) know the historical events of the past 
 

 
 

 

MONDAY TEST - 
2 September 27,2021 
HORNBILL -Ailing Planet,  
SNAPSHOTS- The Address 
WRITING SKILL- Speech and Debate 
 

OCTOBER   
   

 

 

SNAPSHOTS- The Mother's Day 



Learning outcomes: 
i)know that mothers have equal rights to enjoy their lives and deserve 

acknowledgement and appreciation. ii)strengthen the family bonding by sharing 
and solving problems. iii)develop analytical skills, thinking skills, decision making, 

management skills, logical skills. iv) identify and understand the central/main point 
and supporting details along with the phrases used in the lesson. v)imbibe values 
like care and concern, empathy, compassion, respect for elders, belongingness and 

tolerance. 
Father to Son: 
Learning outcomes: 
 The students will be able to i) comprehend the poem ii) critically analyse the poem 
based on the text read iii) understand the consequences of lack of communication 

and cold indifferences in a family iv) develop analytical and thinking skills v) handle 
criticism and to take initiative for making up the loss vi) communicate with family 

members and share joys and sorrows 
 

 
NOVEMBER   

HORNBILL-The Browning Version 
Learning outcomes: 
i)enhance vocabulary ii)know how to take role play iii)learn how to display 
mannerism and attitude towards others iv)to be punctual v)develop a sense of duty 

vi)not to indulge in criticism 
SNAPSHOTS-Birth 
Learning outcomes: 
i) understand the sense of duty. ii) appreciate and accept the selfless service to 
mankind. iii) realise and create a balance between the knowledge gained and the 

practical approach. iv) interpret that the story hinges on the theme- never say die 
attitude and the precious gift of life which only God can grant and a doctor can 
retrieve and restore. 
 

The Ghat of the Only World 
Learning outcomes: 
i)understand that Shahib hated violence and the counterviolence in Kashmir. 
ii)analyse that he was secular and believed in the separation of politics and religion. 
iii)understand that he was a brilliant teacher,  

GRAMMAR- Integrated 
 

 

ASSESSMENT OF SPEAKING & LISTENING SKILLS 
 

DECEMBER  
SNAPSHOTS-Silk Road 
Learning outcomes: 
i)realise that people could work as a team to be successful. vi)understand that 

positive thinking changes the expected results. iii)understand the difficulties faced 
while travelling in different situations and places. iv) analyses that the author‟s 
experience at Hor was in stark contrast to earlier accounts of the place. 



 

The Tale of the Melon City 
Learning outcomes: 
i) aware of different situations and dealing with them well. ii) realise that peace and 
liberty are the two strong factors for a state to flourish. iii) able to understand that 

the rulers of the state should be judicious and sensitive to the needs of the people. 
iv) to understand that the ruler of the state 
 

 

 

WRITING SKILL- Revision of Notice, Debate 
 

JANUARY   
HORNBILL - Voice of the  Rain 
Learning outcomes: 
 

The students will be able to i) inculcate values like care and concern to save the 
environment ii) develop imaginative and analytical skills iii) realise the importance 

of saving natural resources iv) understand the process of sustainable development  
                                                                                                                     
 

 

ANNUAL EXAMINATION 
 

FULL SYLLABUS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MATHEMATICS (2021-22) 

SUBJECT CODE - 041  

Objectives: 

The broad objectives of teaching Mathematics at senior school stage intend to help the 

students: 
• to acquire knowledge and critical understanding, particularly by way of motivation 

and 

• visualization, of basic concepts, terms, principles, symbols and mastery of underlying 

• processes and skills. 

• to feel the flow of reasons while proving a result or solving a problem. 

• to apply the knowledge and skills acquired to solve problems and wherever possible, 

by more than one method. 

• to develop a positive attitude to think, analyse and articulate logically. 

• to develop interest in the subject by participating in related competitions. 

• to acquaint students with different aspects of Mathematics used in daily life. 

• to develop an interest in students to study Mathematics as a discipline. 

• to develop awareness of the need for national integration, protection of environment, 

• observance of small family norms, removal of social barriers, elimination of gender 

• biases. 

• to develop reverence and respect towards great Mathematicians for their 

contributions 

• to the field of Mathematics. 

Prescribed Books: 
• Mathematics- Textbook for Class XI, NCERT Publication. 

• Mathematics Exemplar Problem for Class XI, NCERT Publication. 

• Mathematics Lab Manual for Class XI, NCERT Publication. 

Reference Book: 
• Mathematics Class XI by Dr. R.D. Sharma (Dhanpat Rai Publications Private Limited) 

  

NCERT EBook: 
• Class XI Mathematics 

  

CBSE Curriculum Link: 
• Curriculum 21-22 (XI-XII) 

  

Unit-wise Weightage: 

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?kemh1=0-16
http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain22/SrSec/Maths_SrSec_2021-22.pdf


 

 

MONTH-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP (2021-22) 

MAY & JUNE 

Chapter 9: Sequence and Series 

Sequence and Series. Arithmetic Progression (A. P.). Arithmetic Mean (A.M.) Geometric 

Progression (G.P.), general term of a G.P., sum of n terms of a G.P., infinite G.P. and its 

sum, geometric mean (G.M.), relation between A.M. and G.M. Formulae for the following 

special sums. 

 

Maths Activity 1: To demonstrate AM (Arithmetic Mean) is greater than GM (Geometric 

Mean) 

  

 

JULY 

Chapter 1: Sets 

Sets and their representations, Empty set, Finite and Infinite sets, Equal sets, Subsets,. 

Subsets of a set of real numbers, especially intervals (with notations). Power set. Universal 

set. Venn diagrams. Union and Intersection of sets. Difference of sets. Complement of a set. 

Properties of Complement. 

Maths Activity 2: To find the number of sets of a given set 



Maths Activity 3: Sets – To represent theoretic operations by using Venn diagrams 

  

Chapter 2: Relations & Functions 

Ordered pairs. Cartesian product of sets. Number of elements in the Cartesian product of 

two finite sets. Cartesian product of the set of reals with itself (up to R x R x R). Definition 

of relation, pictorial diagrams, domain, co-domain and range of a relation. Function as a 

special type of relation. Pictorial representation of a function, domain, co-domain and range 

of a function. Real valued functions, domain and range of these functions, constant, 

identity, polynomial, rational, modulus, signum, exponential, logarithmic and greatest 

integer functions, with their graphs. Sum, difference, product and quotients of functions. 

Maths Activity 4: Relation & Functions – To distinguish between a relation and a function 

Chapter 3: Trigonometric Functions 

Positive and negative angles. Measuring angles in radians and in degrees and conversion 

from one measure to another. Definition of trigonometric functions with the help of unit 

circle. Truth of the identity sin2x + cos2x = 1, for all x. Signs of trigonometric functions. 

Domain and range of trigonometric functions and their graphs. Expressing sin (x±y) and cos 

(x±y) in terms of sinx, siny, cosx & cosy and their simple applications. Deducing identities 

like the following: 

 

Identities related to sin2x, cos2x, tan2 x, sin3x, cos3x and tan3x. General solution of 

trigonometric equations of the type siny = sina, cosy = cosa and tany = tana. 

 Maths Activity 5: Degree measure and Radian measure of an angle 

  

AUGUST 

Chapter 4: Principle of Mathematical Induction 

Process of the proof by induction, motivating the application of the method by looking at 

natural numbers as the least inductive subset of real numbers. The principle of 

mathematical induction and simple applications. 

 Chapter 5: Complex Numbers and Quadratic Equations 



Need for complex numbers, especially √−1, to be motivated by inability to solve some of 

the quadratic equations. Algebraic properties of complex numbers. Argand plane and polar 

representation of complex numbers. Statement of Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, 

solution of quadratic equations (with real coefficients) in the complex number system. 

Square root of a complex number. 

   

SEPTEMBER 

Chapter 6: Linear Inequalities 

Linear inequalities. Algebraic solutions of linear inequalities in one variable and their 

representation on the number line. Graphical solution of linear inequalities in two variables. 

Graphical method of finding a solution of system of linear inequalities in two variables. 

Maths Activity 6: Graphical solution of linear inequalities 

  

Chapter 7: Permutations and Combinations 

Fundamental principle of counting. Factorial n. (n!) Permutations and combinations, 

derivation of Formulae for nPr and nCr and their connections, simple applications. 

Maths Activity 7: Permutation and Combination of objects 

  

 

OCTOBER 

Chapter 8: Binomial Theorem 

Historical perspective, statement and proof of the binomial theorem for positive integral 

indices. Pascal’s triangle, General and middle term in binomial expansion, simple 

applications. 

Chapter 10: Straight Lines 

Brief recall of two-dimensional geometry from earlier classes. Shifting of origin. Slope of a 

line and angle between two lines. Various forms of equations of a line: parallel to axis, point 

-slope form, slope-intercept form, two-point form, intercept form and normal form. General 

equation of a line. Equation of family of lines passing through the point of intersection of 

two lines. Distance of a point from a line.  

NOVEMBER 

Chapter 11: Conic Sections 



Sections of a cone: circles, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, a point, a straight line and a pair of 

intersecting lines as a degenerated case of a conic section. Standard equations and simple 

properties of parabola, ellipse and hyperbola. Standard equation of a circle. 

Maths Activity 8: To construct different types of conic sections 

Maths Activity 9: To construct an ellipse using a rectangle 

  

Chapter 12: Introduction to Three-dimensional Geometry 

Coordinate axes and coordinate planes in three dimensions. Coordinates of a point. Distance 

between two points and section formula. 

  

DECEMBER 

Chapter 13: Limits and Derivatives 

Derivative introduced as rate of change both as that of distance function and geometrically. 

Intuitive idea of limit. Limits of polynomials and rational functions trigonometric, exponential 

and logarithmic functions. Definition of derivative relate it to scope of tangent of the curve, 

derivative of sum, difference, product and quotient of functions. Derivatives of polynomial 

and trigonometric functions. 

Chapter 14: Mathematical Reasoning 

Mathematically acceptable statements. Connecting words/ phrases - consolidating the 

understanding of "if and only if (necessary and sufficient) condition", "implies", "and/or", 

"implied by", "and", "or", "there exists" and their use through variety of examples related to 

real life and Mathematics. Validating the statements involving the connecting words, 

difference among contradiction, converse and contrapositive. 

Chapter 15: Statistics 

Measures of Dispersion: Range, Mean deviation, variance and standard deviation of 

ungrouped/grouped data. Analysis of frequency distributions with equal means but different 

variances. 

  

JANUARY 

Chapter 16: Probability 

Random experiments; outcomes, sample spaces (set representation). Events; occurrence of 

events, ‘not’, ‘and’ and ‘or’ events, exhaustive events, mutually exclusive events, Axiomatic 

(set theoretic) probability, connections with other theories of earlier classes. Probability of 

an event, probability of ‘not’, ‘and’ and ‘or’ events. 



Maths Activity 10: To write the sample space when a coin is tossed once, twice, thrice and 

four times 

 

Revision of Sample Papers 

  

EXAM SYLLABUS 

  

Monday Test 1: Chapter 9 

Mid-Term: Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 

Monday Test 2: Chapters 6, 7 

Annual Exam: Whole Syllabus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Informatics Practices (065) 

Class XI (2021-22) 

1.  Learning Outcomes: 

At the end of this course, students will be able to: 

●     Identify the components of the Computer System. 

●     Create Python programs using different data types, lists and 

dictionaries. 

●     Explain what is ‘data’ and analyse using NumPy. 

●     Explain database concepts and Relational Database 

Management Systems. 

●     Retrieve and manipulate data in RDBMS using Structured 

Query Language 

●        Identify the Emerging trends in the fields of Information 
Technology. 

2.               Text Book : Informatics Practies, NCERT 

Download Link: 

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?keip1=0-8 

  

3.   Distribution of Marks and Periods : 

 

Unit 

No. 

Unit Name Marks 

1 Introduction to Computer System 5 

2 Introduction to Python 25 

3 Data Handling using NumPy 15 

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?keip1=0-8
https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?keip1=0-8


4 Database concepts and the 
Structured Query Language 

20 

5 Introduction to Emerging Trends 5 

 

Practical 30 

  
Total 100 

  

Month Wise syllabus Break-up 

 June  

Unit 1: Introduction to Computer System 

Introduction to computers and computing: evolution of computing 
devices, components of a computer system and their 

interconnections, Input/Output devices. 
Computer Memory: Units of memory, types of memory – primary 

and secondary, data deletion, its recovery and related security 
concerns. 

Software: purpose and types – system and application software, 

generic and specific purpose software. 

  

Unit 5: Introduction to the Emerging Trends 

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Natural Language 
Processing, Immersive experience (AR, VR), Robotics, Big data 

and its characteristics, Internet of Things (IoT), Sensors, Smart 
cities, Cloud Computing and Cloud Services (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS); 

Grid Computing, Block chain technology. 

July 

  

Unit 2: Introduction to Python 



Basics of Python programming, Python interpreter - interactive 

and script mode, the structure of a program, indentation, 

identifiers, keywords, constants, variables, types of operators, 
precedence of operators, data types, mutable and immutable 

data types, statements, expressions, evaluation of expressions, 
comments, input and output statements, data type conversion, 

debugging, control statements: if-else, for loop 

August 

Lists: list operations - creating, initializing, traversing and 

manipulating lists, list methods and built-in functions.: len(), 
list(), append(), extend(), insert(), count(), find(), remove(), 

pop(), reverse(), sort(), sorted(), min(), max(), sum() 

Dictionary: concept of key-value pair, creating, initializing, 

traversing, updating and deleting elements, dictionary methods 
and built-in functions: len(), dict(), keys(), values(), items(), 

get(), update(), clear(), del() 

  

September 

 Unit 3: Data Handling using NumPy 

Data and its purpose, importance of data, structured and 

unstructured data, data processing cycle, basic statistical 
methods for understanding data - mean, median, mode, 

standard deviation and variance. Introduction to NumPy library, 
NumPy arrays and their advantage, NumPy attributes, creation 

of NumPy arrays; from lists using np.array(), np.zeros(), 
np.ones(),np.arange() , indexing, slicing, and iteration; 

concatenating and splitting array; 

Arithmetic operations on one dimensional and two dimensional 

arrays. 

Calculating max, min, count, sum, mean, median, mode, standard 
deviation, variance on NumPy arrays. 

 October 

Unit 4: Database concepts and the Structured Query Language 

Database Concepts: Introduction to database concepts and its 

need, Database Management System. Relational data model: 

concept of attribute, domain, tuple, relation, candidate key, 
primary key, alternate key, foreign key. 

Structured Query Language: Data Definition Language, Data 
Query Language and Data Manipulation Language, Introduction to 



MySQL: Creating a database, using database, showing tables 
using MySQL, Data Types : char, varchar, int, float, date 

  

November - December 

Data Definition Commands: CREATE, DROP, ALTER (Add and 
Remove primary key, attribute). 

Data Query Commands: SELECT-FROM- WHERE, LIKE, BETWEEN, 

IN, ORDER BY, using arithmetic, logical, relational operators and 
NULL values in queries, Distinct clause 

Data Manipulation Commands: INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE. 

  

January 

·    Project work in Python. 

·    Practical File Completion. 

  

5.  Practical Marks Distribution 

  

Sl.No.  

Unit Name 

  
  

Marks 

  
1 

  
Problem solving using 

Python programming 
language 

  
8 

  
2 

 Problem solving using 
NumPy 

  
5 



  
3 

  
Creating database using 

MySQL and performing 
Queries 

  
5 

4   
Practical file (minimum of 

20 python programs , 5 
Numpy programs and 20 

SQL queries) 

7 

  

5 

  

Viva-Voce 

  

5 

    

Total 

  

30 

  

EXAM-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP 

 MONDAY TEST I 

Chapter 1: Computer System 

Chapter 2: Emerging Trends 

  

MID-TERM EXAM 

Chapter 1: Computer System 

Chapter 2: Emerging Trends 

Chapter 3: Brief Overview of Python 

Chapter 4: Working with List and Dictionary 

 MONDAY TEST II 

Chapter 5: Understanding Data 

Chapter 6: Introduction to Numpy 



ANNUAL EXAM- Full syllabus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECONOMICS (code 030) 

CLASS XI (2021-2022) 

OBJECTIVES  

1. Understanding of some basic economic concepts and development of economic reasoning 

which the learners can apply in their day-to-day life as citizens, workers and consumers. 

 2. Realisation of learners' role in nation building and sensitivity to the economic issues that 

the nation is facing today.  

3. Equipment with basic tools of economics and statistics to analyse economic issues. This is 

pertinent for even those who may not pursue this course beyond senior secondary stage.  

4. Development of understanding that there can be more than one view on any economic 

issue and necessary skills to argue logically with reasoning.  



 TEXT BOOKS  

Reference Book: 

1.PART A (STATISTICS FOR ECONOMICS) 

(a)     A-ONE ECONOMICS ELEMENTARY STATISTICS for class XI by  

I.D.MANGLA (GYAN SAGAR PUBLICATIONS)  

(b)    STATISTICS FOR ECONOMICS for class XI  

Author -  Sandeep Garg (Dhanpat Rai Publications)  

2.PART B (INTRODUCTORY MICROECONOMICS) 

Introductory Microeconomics 

Author: Sandeep Garg (Dhanpat Rai Publications) 

 Chapter wise Marks Distribution 

                                PART A (STATISTICS FOR ECONOMICS) 

UNITS MARKS 

Unit1: Introduction   

       13 

Unit2: Collection,Organisation and Presentation of Data 

Unit3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation        27 

Total        40 

                                PART B (INTRODUCTORY MICROECONOMICS) 

UNITS MARKS 

Unit4: Introduction        4 



Unit5: Consumer’s Equilibrium and Demand       13 

Unit6: Producer Behaviour and Supply       13 

Unit7: Forms of Market and Price Determination under perfect competition with 

simple applications 

      10 

Total       40 

  

MONTH-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP 

June 

Learning outcomes: 

• distinguish between microeconomics and macroeconomics  

• explain the central problems of an economy  

• distinguish between positive and normative economics  

• define PPC  

• explain features of PPC 

• write the relationship between TU and MU 

• state the law of diminishing MU  

• explain conditions of consumer's equilibrium  

• state the properties of indifference curve 

Microeconomics 

Unit-4 Introduction 

Chapter 1: Introduction to Microeconomics 

     Meaning of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics ; positive and normative economics. 

     What is an economy? Central problems of an economy: What, how and for whom to 

produce; concepts of production possibility frontier and opportunity cost 

  

Unit-5: Consumer equilibrium & Demand 

Chapter 2:Consumer’s Equilibrium  



Meaning of utility, marginal utility, law of diminishing marginal utility.  

Consumer’s equilibrium - conditions of consumer’s equilibrium using marginal utility 

analysis. 

Indifference curve analysis of consumer’s equilibrium-the consumer’s budget (budget set 

and budget line), preferences of the consumer (indifference curve, indifference map) and 

conditions of consumer’s equilibrium. 

July 

Learning outcomes: 

• define statistics  

• list the characteristics of statistics  

• distinguish between primary and secondary data 

• explain Census and sampling methods  

• calculate frequency and cumulative frequency  

• organise raw data into discrete and continuous series 

• define demand and elasticity of demand  

• list factors affecting demand and elasticity of demand  

• distinguish between movements and shifts in demand 

• calculate elasticity of demand  

Statistics 

Unit 1: Introduction  

Chapter 1: Introduction to Statistics   

What is Economics? ; Meaning, scope and importance of statistics in Economics   

Unit 2: Collection, Organisation and Presentation of data   

Chapter 2:   Collection of Data        

 Collection of data - sources of data - primary and secondary; how basic data is collected; 

methods of collecting data; some important sources of secondary data: Census of India and 

National Sample Survey Organisation.       

Chapter 3:  Organisation of Data  

Organisation of Data: Meaning and types of variables; Frequency Distribution. 

 Microeconomics 

Unit-5: Consumer equilibrium & Demand 

Chapter 3: Theory of demand and 

Chapter 4: Elasticity of demand 



Demand, market demand, determinants of demand, Demand schedule, demand curve, 

movement along and shifts in the demand curve; price elasticity of demand-factors affecting 

price elasticity of demand; measurement of price elasticity of demand- percentage-change 

method  

August 

Learning outcomes  

• draw bar graphs, histograms, ogives and pie chart  

• define supply and elasticity of supply  

• list factors affecting supply  

• distinguish between movements and shifts in supply 

• calculate elasticity of supply  

Statistics  

Unit 2: Collection, Organisation and Presentation of data   

Chapter 5: Diagrammatic Presentation  

Chapter 6: Graphic Presentation  

Presentation of Data: Diagrammatic Presentation of Data: (i) Geometric forms (bar 

diagrams and pie diagrams), (ii) Frequency diagrams (histogram, polygon and ogive) and     

(iii) Arithmetic line graphs (time series graph).  

 Microeconomics 

Unit-6: Producer Behaviour and supply 

Chapter 9: Supply 

Supply, market supply, determinants of supply, supply schedule, supply curve and its slope, 

movements along and shifts in the supply curve; price elasticity of supply; measurement of 

price elasticity of supply -percentage-change method 

SEPTEMBER 

Learning outcomes  

• define equilibrium price and equilibrium quantity  

• determine equilibrium price in market for a commodity  

• explain excess demand and excess supply 

• describe price ceiling and price floor using diagrams  

• frame tables for the given information  

• calculate simple mean in various types of series 

Microeconomics 

Unit-7 Determination of equilibrium price, shifts in demand & supply 



Chapter 11: Price determination and simple applications 

Simple applications of tools of Demand and Supply: Price ceiling, price floor 

 Statistics  

Unit 2: Collection, Organisation and Presentation of data   

Chapter 4: Tabular Presentation of data 

Unit 3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation  

Chapter 7: Measures of Central Tendency   

Measures of Central Tendency-Arithmetic Mean (simple mean) 

OCTOBER 

Learning outcomes : 

• calculate median,quartiles and mode  for various types of series  

Unit 3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation  

Chapter 7: Measures of Central Tendency(Contd.) 

Measures of Central Tendency-Arithmetic Mean  

Partition Values –Median, Quartiles, Mode  

 (For all the numerical problems and solutions, the appropriate economic interpretation may 

be attempted. This means, the students need to solve the problems and provide 

interpretation for the results derived.)  

  

NOVEMBER  

Learning outcomes: 

• state the features of various forms of markets 

• distinguish between price discrimination and product differentiation  

• draw demand curves for variousforms of market 

• calculate coefficient of correlation using rank method, Karl Pearson's method  

Microeconomics 

Unit-7: Forms of market  

Chapter 10: Main Market Forms 



Perfect Competition-Features; Determination of market equilibrium and effects of shifts in 

demand and supply. 

Other market forms-monopoly, monopolistic competition- their meaning and features.  

Unit 3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation  

Chapter 9: Measures of Correlation  

Correlation - meaning, scatter diagram; Measures of correlation - Karl Pearson's method 

(two variables ungrouped data), Spearman’s rank correlation. 

 

DECEMBER  

Learning outcomes: 

• define dispersion 

• distinguish between absolute and relative measures of dispersion 

• calculate quartile deviation, mean deviation and standard deviation  

Statistics  

Unit 3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation  

Chapter 9: Measures of Correlation (Contd.) 

Chapter 8:  Measures of Dispersion   

Measures of Dispersion - absolute dispersion (range, quartile deviation, mean deviation, and 

standard deviation); relative dispersion (coefficient of range, coefficient of quartile 

deviation, coefficient of mean deviation, and  Coefficient of variation); Lorenz Curve: 

Meaning and its application.        

JANUARY  

Learning outcomes: 

• define index numbers 

• calculate price index using aggregate method and simple average of price relative 

method 

• apply Laspayre's and Paasche's formula 

• explain law of variable production 

• calculate TP, AP and MP 

• describe causes of three phases of returns 

• draw cost and revenue curves 

• solve numerical of cost and revenue concept  

• explain producer's equilibrium  

• prepare the project related to any topic listed / assigned in class 

Statistics 



Unit 3: Statistical Tools and Interpretation  

Chapter10:  Index Numbers  

Introduction to Index Numbers - meaning, types - wholesale price index, consumer price 

index 

Microeconomics  

Unit-6: Producer Behaviour and supply 

Chapter 5:Production Function 

Short run and long run Total Product, Average Product and Marginal Product. Returns to a 

factor. 

Chapter 6: Cost 

 Short run costs-total cost, total fixed cost, total variable cost; Average fixed cost, average 

variable cost and marginal cost-meaning and their relationship. 

Chapter 7: Revenue 

Revenue-total, average and marginal revenue-meaning and their relationships 

Chapter-8: Producer’s equilibrium 

Producer’s equilibrium-meaning and its conditions in terms of marginal revenue and 

marginal cost. 

PROJECT WORK Part C: Developing Projects in Economics  

The students may be encouraged to develop projects, which have primary data, secondary 

data or both. Case studies of a few organisations / outlets may also be encouraged. Under 

this the students will do one project each from Part A and Part B. Some of the examples of 

the projects are as follows (they are not mandatory but suggestive) :(i) A report on 

demographic structure of your neighbourhood.  

(ii) Changing consumer awareness amongst households. (iii) Dissemination of price 

information for growers and its impact on consumers.  

(iv)Study of a cooperative institution: milk cooperatives, marketing cooperatives, etc.  

(v) Case studies on public private partnership, outsourcing and outward Foreign Direct 

Investment.  

(vi)Global warming.  

(vii)   Designing eco-friendly projects applicable in school such as paper and water recycle.  

The idea behind introducing this unit is to enable the students to develop the ways and 

means by which a project can be developed using the skills learned in the course. This 

includes all the steps involved in designing a project starting from choosing a title, exploring 



the information relating to the title, collection of primary and secondary data, analysing the 

data, presentation of the project and using various statistical tools and their interpretation 

and conclusion.  

FEBRUARY  

•   REVISION 

TEST-WISE SYLLABUS  BREAK-UP 

MONDAY TEST 1    

Microeconomics 

Unit-1     Introduction to microeconomics 

Unit-2     Consumer Behaviour 
 

MID-TERM EXAMS 

Microeconomics 

Unit-1     Introduction 

Unit-2     Consumer equilibrium & Demand 

Unit-3     Producer Behaviour and supply 

    Ch. Theory of supply and elasticity of supply only 

Statistics: 

Ch.1 Introduction to statistics 

 Ch.2Collection Of Data 

 Ch.3 Organisation of  Data 

Ch.5 Diagrammatic Presentation 

Ch.6 Graphic Presentation 

MONDAY TEST 2 

Microeconomics 

Unit-4      Determination of equilibrium price, shifts in demand & 
supply 

Statistics:                        

Ch.4 Tabular Presentation 

Ch.7 Measures of Central Tendency, Positional Average & Partition 

values 

  



   ANNUAL EXAMINATION 

Full Syllabus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BUSINESS STUDIES (054) 

  

OBJECTIVES 

·       To develop students with an understanding of the processes of business 

and its environment. 

·       To acquaint students with the dynamic nature and inter-dependent aspects 

of business. 

·       To develop an interest in the theory and practice of business, trade and 

industry. 



·       To familiarise students with theoretical foundations of the process of 

organising and managing the operations of a business firm. 

·       To help students appreciate the economic and social significance of 

business activity and the social cost and benefits arising there from. 

·       To acquaint students with the practice of managing the operations and 

resources of business. 

·       To enable students to act more effectively and responsibly as consumers, 

employers, employees and citizens      

  

·    To develop a business attitude and skills in students. 

  

·    To inculcate appropriate attitude and develop skills among students to pursue 

higher education, world of work including self employment. 

  

TEXT BOOK 

        NCERT :  Business Studies – Textbook for Class XI 

REFERENCE BOOK  

 Business Studies - A textbook for Class XI 

Author -  Subhash Dey (Shree Radhey Publications) 

E-REFERENCES 

• http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain21/revisedsyllabi/SrSecond

ary/REVISEDBusiness%20Studies_2020-21.pdf 

 

 

 

• https://ncert.nic.in/ebooks.php?ln= 

  

CHAPTER - WISE MARKS DISTRIBUTION 

  

S.No. NAME OF THE CHAPTER MARKS 

1 Business, Trade and Commerce 16 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain21/revisedsyllabi/SrSecondary/REVISEDBusiness%20Studies_2020-21.pdf
http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain21/revisedsyllabi/SrSecondary/REVISEDBusiness%20Studies_2020-21.pdf
https://ncert.nic.in/ebooks.php?ln=


2 Forms of Business Organisations  

3 Public, Private and Global Enterprises  14 

4 Business Services 

5 Emerging Modes of Business 10 

6 Social Responsibility of Business and Business Ethics 

7 Sources of Business Finance 20 

8 Small Business and Entrepreneurship Development 

9  Internal Trade 20 

10 International Business  

 

PROJECT WORK 20 

  

 

 

MONTH-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP 

  

MAY 

  

Bridge course 

  

JUNE 

  



  BUSINESS, TRADE AND COMMERCE 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    Understand the meaning of business with special reference to    economic and 

non-economic activities 

·    Appreciate the economic and social objectives of business. 

·    Understand the broad categories of business activities- industry and 

commerce. 

·    Discuss the meaning of different types of trade and auxiliaries to trade 

·    Examine the role of commerce ,trade and auxiliaries to trade 

             ·    Examine the nature and causes of business risks 

  

TOPICS 

 Concept and characteristics of Business 

Business, profession and employment - concept 

Objectives of business - Economic and social 

 Role of profit in business 

Classification of business activities: Industry and Commerce 

Industry - types: primary, secondary, tertiary - Meaning and sub types 

Commerce - trade and auxiliaries to trade: banking, insurance, transportation, warehousing, 

communication, and advertising 

Business risks - Meaning, nature and causes. 

  

  

 BUSINESS SERVICES 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    Understand the meaning and types of business services 

·    Discuss the meaning and types of Business service Banking 

·    Develop an understanding of difference types of bank account. 



  

TOPICS 

Meaning and Types Business services – meaning and types. 

Banking: Types of bank accounts - savings, current, recurring, fixed deposit and multiple 

option deposit account 

Banking services with particular reference to Bank Draft, Bank Overdraft, Cash credit. E-

Banking meaning, Types of digital payments 

  

 JULY 

 BUSINESS SERVICES 

  

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

  

·       Recall the concept of insurance 

·       Understand Utmost Good Faith, Insurable Interest, Indemnity,  Contribution, 

Doctrine of Subrogation and Causa Proxima as principles of insurance 

·       Discuss the meaning of different types of insurance-life, health, fire, marine 

insurance. Postal Service 

·      Understand the utility of different telecom services 

  

TOPICS 

Insurance – Principles. Types – life, health, fire and marine insurance – concept 

Postal Service - Mail, Registered Post, Parcel, Speed Post, Courier - meaning 

  

  

  

FORMS  OF BUSINESS ORGANISATION 

Learning outcomes 



After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·       List the different forms of business organizations and understand their meaning. 

·         Identify and explain the concept, merits and limitations of Sole Proprietorship. 

·       Understand the types of partnership on the basis of duration and on the basis of liability. 

·        State the need for registration of a partnership firm. 

·        Discuss types of partners –active, sleeping, secret, nominal and partner by estoppel. 

·        Understand the concept of Hindu Undivided Family Business. 

·       Understand the concept of consumers, producers, marketing, farmers, credit and housing 

cooperative society 

·       Identify and explain the concept, merits and limitations of private and public companies 

·        Understand the meaning of one person company 

  

  

TOPICS 

Sole Proprietorship- Concept, merits and limitations 

Hindu Undivided Family Business– Concept 

Partnership- Concept, types, merits and limitations of partnership, registration of a 

partnership firm, partnership deed, type of partners 

Cooperative society: Concept, merits and limitations, types 

Company: Concept ,merits and limitations 

Private and Public company 

Limited liability Partnership 

  

Choice of form of business organization 

  

  

AUGUST 

  SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS AND BUSINESS ETHICS 



Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·       State the concept of social responsibility. 

·        Examine the case for social responsibility. Responsibility towards owners, 

investors, consumers, employees, government and community. 

·       Identify the social responsibility towards different interest groups 

·        Appreciate the role of business in environment protection 

·        State the concept of business ethics 

·        Describe the elements of business ethics. 

  

TOPICS 

Concept of social responsibility 

Case for social responsibility 

Responsibility towards owners, investors, consumers, employees, government and 

community 

Role of business in environment protection 

Business Ethics - Concept and Elements 

  

  EMERGING MODES OF BUSINESS 

  

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    Give the meaning of e-business. 

·        Discuss the scope of e-business. 

·         Appreciate the benefits of e-business 

·        Distinguish e-business from traditional business. 

·        Understand the concept of outsourcing 

·        Examine the scope of outsourcing, appreciate the need of outsourcing. 



·      Discuss the meaning of Business Process Outsourcing and Knowledge Process Outsourcing 

  

TOPICS 

e-business–Concept, scope and benefits 

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO): Concept, need and scope 

  

SEPTEMBER 

  

  SOURCES OF BUSINESS FINANCE 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    State the meaning, nature and importance of business finance 

·       Classify the various sources of funds into owners’ funds and borrowed funds. 

·        State the meaning of owners’ funds 

·        Understand the meaning of Global Depository receipts, American Depository Receipts and 

International Depository Receipts. 

·    State the meaning of borrowed funds. 

  

  

TOPICS 

Owners’ funds - equity shares, preferences share, retained earnings, Global Depository 

receipt (GDR), American Depository Receipt (ADR) and International Depository Receipt 

(IDR) – concept 

Borrowed funds: debentures and bonds. 

OCTOBER 

  SOURCES OF BUSINESS FINANCE 

  

Learning outcomes 



After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    Discuss the concept of debentures, bonds, loans from financial institutions and commercial 

banks, Trade credit and inter corporate deposits. 

·     Distinguish between owners’ funds and borrowed funds. 

  

  

TOPICS 

Loan from financial institution and commercial banks, public deposits, trade credit, Inter 

Corporate Deposits (ICD). 

  FORMATION OF A COMPANY 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·       Highlight the stages in the formation of a company. 

·        Discuss the important documents used in the various stages in the formation of a 

company. 

·         

 TOPICS 

Stages, important documents to be used in the formation of a company 

One Person Company:Concept 

  

  

  

NOVEMBER 

  

UNIT 9:  SMALL BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 



·       Understand the meaning of small business 

·        Discuss the role of small business in India 

·       Appreciate the various Government schemes and agencies for development of small scale 

industries. NSIC and DIC with special reference to rural, backward area. 

·        Understand the concept of Entrepreneurship Development (ED), Intellectual Property 

Rights 

 TOPICS 

Small scale enterprise 

Role of small business in India with special reference to rural , backward  areas 

Government schemes and agencies for small scale industries(NSIC and DIC) 

Entrepreneurship Development(ED): Concept, Characteristics and Need 

Process of Entrepreneurship Development: Start-up India Scheme, 

ways to fund start-up 

Intellectual Property Rights and Entrepreneurship 

 PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND GLOBAL ENTERPRISES 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

  

·    Develop an understanding of Public sector and private sector enterprises 

·       Identify and explain the features, merits and limitations of different forms of public sector 

enterprises 

·     Develop an understanding of Global Enterprises, joint ventures and public private 

partnership by studying their meaning and features. 

  

  

TOPICS 

Private sector and Public sector enterprises-Concept 

Forms of Public sector enterprises:Departmental Undertakings, Statutory Corporation and 

GovernmentCompany 



Global Enterprises – Feature. Joint ventures, Public private partnership – concept 

DECEMBER 

  INTERNAL TRADE 

Learning outcomes 

 After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

  

·    State the meaning and types of internal trade. 

·       Appreciate the services of wholesalers and retailers. 

·       Explain the different types of retail trade 

·       Highlight the distinctive features of departmental stores, chain stores and mail order 

business. 

·     Understand the concept of GST 

TOPICS 

Meaning and Types of services rendered by a wholesaler and a retailer 

Types of retail-trade-Itinerant and small scale fixed shops retailers Large scale retailers-

Departmental stores, Chain stores 

GST (Goods and Services Tax): Concept and key-features 

  

  INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

  

·    Understand the concept of international trade 

·        Describe the scope of international trade to the nation and business firms. 

·        State the meaning and objectives of export trade. 

·       Explain the important steps involved in executing export trade.  

·       State the meaning and objectives of import trade. 

·        Discuss the important steps involved in executing import trade.\ 



·       Develop an understanding of the various documents used in international trade 

·       State the meaning of World Trade Organization. 

·     Discuss the objectives of World Trade Organization in promoting international trade. 

 TOPICS 

International trade: concept and benefit 

Export trade – Meaning and procedure 

Import trade – Meaning and procedure 

Documents involved in International Trade; indent, letter of credit, shipping order, shipping 

bills, mate’s receipt (DA/DP) 

World Trade Organization (WTO) meaning and objectives 

Concept, difference between internal trade and external trade, characteristics, problems and 

benefits of International trade 

 Project work 

JANUARY 

BUSINESS, TRADE AND COMMERCE 

History of Trade and Commerce in India 

Learning outcomes 

After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to: 

·    To acquaint the History of Trade and Commerce in India 

  

TOPICS 

  

History of Trade and Commerce in India: Indigenous Banking System, Rise of 

Intermediaries, Transport, Trading Communities, Major Imports and Exports, Position of 

Indian Sub-Continent in the World Economy. 

Revision 

FEBRUARY 

Revision 

  



   

EXAM SCHEDULE 

MONDAY TEST 1       

 BUSINESS, TRADE AND COMMERCE 

 BUSINESS SERVICES 

 MIDTERM             

  BUSINESS, TRADE AND COMMERCE  

   BUSINESS SERVICES 

   FORMS OF BUSINESS ORGANISATION 

   EMERGING MODES OF BUSINESS 

    SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS   AND    

ETHICS                                                      

                              

MONDAYTEST2    

  SOURCES OF BUSINESSFINANCE 

   FORMATION OF A COMPANY : STAGES 

   ANNUAL EXAM     

 FULL SYLLABUS  

  

  

 

 

CLASS XI SESSION 2021-22 

ACCOUNTANCY 

Objectives: 

To familiarize the students with accounting as an information system; 

To acquaint the students with basic concepts of accounting and accounting standards; 

To develop the skills of using accounting equation in processing business transactions; 



To develop an understanding about recording of business transactions and preparation of 

financial statements; 

To enable the students with accounting for reconstitution and dissolution of partnership 

firms; 

To enable the students to understand and analyse the financial statements; and 

To familiarize students with the fundamentals of computerized system of accounting. 

Resource 

·         T S GREWAL’S - DOUBLE ENTRY BOOK KEEPING 

        Sultan Chand Educational Publishers 

·         NCERT -  DOUBLE ENTRY BOOK KEEPING 

E-Resource 

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?leac1=0-5                          

  MONTH-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP 

MAY 

Part A: Financial Accounting – I 

Learning Outcomes 

•    describe the meaning, significance, objectives, advantages and limitations of 

accounting in the modem economic environment with varied types of business and 

non-business economic entities. 
•    identify / recognise the individual(s) and entities that use accounting information for 

serving their needs of decision making. 
•    explain the various terms used in accounting and differentiate between different 

related terms like current and non-current, capital and revenue. give examples of 

terms like business transaction, liabilities, assets, expenditure and purchases. 

• explain that sales/purchases include both cash and credit sales/purchases relating to 

the accounting year. differentiate among income, profits and gains. 

• state the meaning of fundamental accounting assumptions and their relevance in 

accounting. 

• describe the meaning of accounting assumptions and the situation in which an 

assumption is applied during the accounting process. 

• explain the meaning and objectives of accounting standards. 



• appreciate that various accounting standards developed nationally and globally are 

in practice for bringing parity in the accounting treatment of different items. 

• acknowledge the fact that recording of accounting transactions follows double entry 

system. 

• explain the bases of recording accounting transaction and to appreciate that accrual 

basis is a better basis for depicting the correct financial position of an enterprise. 

• Understand the need of IFRS 

• Explain the meaning , objectives and characteristics of GST 

explain the concept of accounting equation and appreciate that every transaction affects 

either both the sides of the equation or a positive effect on one item and a negative effect on 

another item on the same side of accounting equation. 

explain the effect of a transaction (increase or decrease) on the assets, liabilities, capital, 

revenue and expenses. 
  

 

Unit 1: Theoretical Framework  - Introduction to Accounting 

Accounting- objectives, advantages and limitations, types of accounting information; users 

of accounting information and their needs. 

Basic accounting terms: business transaction, account, capital, drawings, liability (Non – 

current and current); asset (Non - current; tangible and intangible assets and current 

assets), receipts (capital and revenue), expenditure (capital, revenue and deferred), 

expense, income, profits, gains and losses, purchases, purchases returns, sales, sales 

returns, stock, trade receivables(debtors and bills receivable), trade payables (creditors and 

bills payable), goods, cost, vouchers, discount - trade and cash. 

Fundamental accounting assumptions: going concern, consistency, and accrual. 

Accounting principles: accounting entity, money measurement, accounting period, full 

disclosure, materiality, prudence, cost concept, matching concept and dual aspect. 

 Accounting Standards and IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards): Concept and 

Objectives. 

Theory Base of Accounting 

Bases of accounting - cash basis and accrual basis. 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Accounting equation: analysis of transactions using accounting equation. 



JULY 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Learning Outcomes 

• Students will be able to appreciate that on the basis of source documents, 

accounting vouchers are prepared for recording transaction in the books of 

accounts. 

• explain the purpose of maintaining a Cash Book and develop the skill of 

preparing the format of different types of cash books and the method of 

recording cash transactions in Cash book. describe the method of recording 

transactions other than cash transactions as per their nature in different 

subsidiary books 

  

Recording of Transactions 

Rules of debit and credit: for assets, liabilities, capital, revenue and expenses. 

Origin of transactions- source documents (invoice, cash memo, pay in slip, cheque), 

preparation of vouchers - cash (debit and credit) and non cash (transfer). 

Books of original entry: format and recording - Journal. Ledger - format, posting from 

journal 

Cash book and other special purpose books, balancing of accounts. 

 Cash Book: Simple Cash Book, Cash Book with Discount Column and Cash Book with Bank 

and Discount Columns, Petty Cash Book. 

AUGUST 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Recording of Transactions 

Other books: purchases book, sales book, purchases returns book, sales returns book and 

journal 

Trial balance: objectives and preparation 

(Scope: Trial Balance with balance method only) 

SEPTEMBER 

 Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Learning Outcomes 

• appreciate that at times bank balance as indicated by cash book is  



  different from the bank balance as shown by the pass book / bank  

  statement and to reconcile both the balances, bank reconciliation  

  statement is prepared. 

• develop understanding of preparing bank reconciliation statement. 
            explain the necessity of providing depreciation and develop the skill of using 

            different methods for computing depreciation. 

• understand the accounting treatment of providing depreciation directly to the 

concerned asset account or by creating provision for depreciation account. 

• appreciate the method of asset disposal through the concerned asset account or by 

preparing asset disposal account. 

• appreciate the need for creating reserves and also making provisions for events 

which may belong to the current year but may happen in next year. 

• appreciate the difference between reserve and reserve fund. 

Recording of Transactions 

Bank reconciliation statement- calculating bank balance at accounting date: need and 

preparation. Corrected cash book balance. 

Recording of Transactions - Depreciation, Provisions and Reserves Depreciation: 

concept need and factors affecting depreciation; methods of computation of depreciation: 

straight line method, written down value method (excluding change in method)Accounting 

treatment of depreciation: by charging to asset account, by creating provision for 

depreciation/ accumulated depreciation account, treatment of disposal of asset. 

Depreciation: concept need and factors affecting depreciation; methods of computation of 

depreciation: straight line method, written down value method (excluding change in 

method) 

Accounting treatment of depreciation: by charging to asset account, by creating provision 

for depreciation/ accumulated depreciation account, treatment of disposal of asset. 

Provisions and reserves: concept, objectives and difference between provisions and 

reserves;types of reserves- revenue reserve, capital reserve, general reserve and specific 

reserves. 

 PROJECT WORK 

  

OCTOBER 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Learning Outcomes 

•               acquire the knowledge of using bills of exchange and promissory notes 

for financing business transactions; understand the meaning and distinctive 

features of these instruments and develop the skills of their preparation. 



•               state the meaning of different terms used in bills of exchange and their 

implication in accounting. 
•               explain the method of recording of bill transactions. 

  

Accounting for Bills of Exchange 

Bills of exchange and promissory note: definition, features, parties, specimen and 

distinction. 

Important terms : term of bill, due date, days of grace, date of maturity, discounting of bill, 

endorsement of bill, bill sent for collection, dishonour of bill, noting of bill , retirement and 

renewal of a bill. .Accounting treatment of bill transactions. 

NOVEMBER 

Learning Outcomes 

• appreciate that errors may be committed during the process of accounting. 

• understand the meaning of different types of errors and their effect on trial balance. 

• develop the skill of identification and location of errors and their rectification and 

preparation of suspense account 

•    state the meaning of financial statements the purpose of preparing financial 

statements. 
•    state the meaning of gross profit, operating profit and net profit and develop the skill 

of preparing trading and profit and loss account. 
•    explain the need for preparing balance sheet. 
•    understand the technique of grouping and marshalling of assets and liabilities. 

              

Recording of Transactions - Rectification of Errors 

Errors: types-errors of omission, commission, principles, and compensating; their effect on 

Trial Balance. 

Detection and rectification of errors; preparation of suspense account. 

Part B: Financial Accounting - II 

Unit 3: Financial Statements of Sole Proprietorship: From Complete and Incomplete Records 

Financial Statements: objective and importance. 

Profit and loss account: gross profit, operating profit and net profit. 

Balance Sheet: need, grouping, marshalling of assets and liabilities. 

Preparation of Trading and Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet of sole proprietorship. 



DECEMBER 

Part B: Financial Accounting - II 

Unit 3: Financial Statements of Sole Proprietorship: From Complete and Incomplete Records 

Learning Outcomes 

•    appreciate that there may be certain items other than those shown in trial balance 

which may need adjustments while preparing financial statements. 
•    develop the understanding and skill to do adjustments for items and their 

presentation in financial statements like depreciation, closing stock, provisions, 

abnormal loss etc. 
•    develop the skill of preparation of trading and profit and loss account and balance 

sheet. 

  

Adjustments in preparation of financial statements : with respect to closing stock, 

outstanding expenses, prepaid expenses, accrued income, income received in advance, 

depreciation, bad debts, provision for doubtful debts, provision for discount on debtors, 

manager's commission , abnormal loss, goods taken for personal use and goods distributed 

as free samples. 

Preparation of Trading and Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet of sole proprietorship. 

Incomplete records: use and limitations. Ascertainment of profit/loss by statement of 

affairs method. 

JANUARY 

Part B: Financial Accounting - II   Unit 3: Financial Statements of Sole Proprietorship: From 

Complete and Incomplete Records. 

Learning Outcomes 

•    state the meaning of incomplete records and their uses and limitations. 

•               develop the understanding and skill of computation of profit / loss using 

the statement of affairs method. 

Unit 5: Computers in Accounting 

  

Learning Outcomes 
•    state the meaning of a computer, describe its components, capabilities and 

limitations. 
•               state the meaning of accounting information system. 
•               appreciate the need for use of computers in accounting for preparing 

accounting reports. 



•               develop the understanding of comparing the manual and computerized 

accounting process and appreciate the advantages and limitations of automation. 

•               understand the different kinds of accounting software 

 

 

Introduction to Computer and Accounting Information System {AIS}: Introduction to 

computers 

( Elements, Capabilities, Limitations of Computer system), 
Introduction to accounting information system 

(AIS) as a part of Management Information System. Automation of accounting 

process: meaning 
Stages in automation: (a) Accounting process in a computerised environment; 

comparison between manual accounting process and computerised accounting 

process, (b) Sourcing of accounting software; kinds of software: readymade 

software; customised software and tailor-made software; generic considerations 

before sourcing accounting software (c) creation of account groups and hierarchy 

(d) generation of reports - trial balance, profit and loss account and balance sheet 
  

Scope: 

(i)          The scope of the unit is to understand accounting as an information system for 

the generation of accounting information and preparation of accounting reports. 
(ii)         It is presumed that the working knowledge of any appropriate accounting 

software will be given to the students to help them learn basic accounting operations on 

computers. 

REVISION 

FEBRUARY – REVISION 

 

 

 

 

 

TEST-WISE SYLLABUS BREAK-UP 

CLASS XI SESSION 2021-22 

ACCOUNTANCY 



MONDAY TEST 1 

Part A: Financial Accounting - I 

Unit 1: Theoretical Framework 

Introduction to Accounting 

Introduction to Accounting 

Basic Accounting terms 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Accounting equation 

MID TERM 

Unit 1: Theoretical Framework 

  

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Origin of transactions , Books of original entry: format and recording - Journal. 

 Ledger ,Cash Book ,Other Subsidiary books 

MONDAY TEST 2 

Unit 2: Accounting Process and Special Accounting Treatment 

Bank Reconciliation Statement ; Depreciation, Provisions and Reserves 

ANNUAL TERM 

FULL SYLLABUS 

 

 

POLITICAL SCIENCE (028) 

OBJECTIVES: 
*Recognizes and retrieves facts,figures and processeSForinstance, 
the most important concepts on play in a democracy. 

*Classifies, contrasts and compares various governing acts. To 

understand the domain, importance and implications. 



*Explains cause and effect relationship. For example, the constitutional 
provisions as cause and the works of the different organs as effect. 

*Analyzes and evaluates information. For example, the works 

of the central and state governments respectively, and how it affects 

citizens life. 
*Interprets data/ photographs/ text, etc. For example, the issues of 

development, socialism, secularism, communalism, integral humanism, 
*Identifies assumptions / biases/ prejudices / stereotypes. For 

example, the relative importance of rights and duties as understood by 

different parties or organizations. 

*Constructs ideas/knowledge on the basis of collected information. e.g. 
the importance of the independent status of the judiciary and its effects. 

*Demonstrates map skills 

*Demonstrates spirit of enquiry/inquisitiveness. e.g. discussing 

different views of political parties on a given issue. 

*Draws inter-linkages within social science subjects and across 

disciplines. For example, to see how an Article affects the society, polity, 

and economy at the same time. 
*Shows empathy/ appreciation/sensitivity towards peers.Recognizes and 

imbibe values /conflict resolution skills. 
Prescribed Books: 

1. Indian Constitution at Work, Class XI, Published by NCERT 

2. Political Theory, Class XI, Published by NCERT 

 

E-references - NCERT-https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?keps2=2-10 

 

Month-wise syllabus break-up 

April-MAY 

Chapter-I- The Constitution 

 

June 

Chapter-I- Rights in the Constitution 

Monday Test- Chapter-I 

 

July 

Chapter-2- Election and Representation 

Chapter-3-Executive 

 

August 

Chapter-4-Legislature 

Chapter-5-Judiciary 

Mid Term- Chapter 1.2.3.4.5 

 

September 

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?keps2=2-10


Chapter-6-Federalism 

Chapter7-Local Government 

Book-II- Political Theory-NCERT 

Chapter-1-Political Theory 

Chapter-2-Liberty 

Chapter-3-Equality 

 

October 

Chapter-4-Justice 

Chapter-5-Rights 

Second Monday Test- Chapter 6,7. and I of book II 

 

November 

         Chapter-6-Citizenship 

Chapter-7-Nationalism 

 

December 

Chapter-8-Secularism 

 

January 

Chapter-9-Development 

Annual- Full Syllabus 

 
 

 
 

PSYCHOLOGY 

CLASS XI (2021-2022)  

(CODE NO. 037) 

OBJECTIVES 



• To develop appreciation about human mind and behavior in the context of learners’ 

immediate society and environment. 

•  To develop in learners an appreciation of the nature of psychological knowledge and 

its application to various aspects of life. 

•  To enable learners to become perceptive, socially aware and self-reflective. 

•  To facilitate students’ quest for personal growth and effectiveness, and to enable  

• them to become responsive and responsible citizens. 

TEXT BOOKS 
 

•   NCERT :  PSYCHOLOGY TEXTBOOK FOR CLASS 11 

  

REFERENCE BOOKS 
 

-   EXAM IDEA PSYCHOLOGY FOR CLASS 11 

- PSYCHOLOGY CLASS 11 BY FULL MARKS 
 

LINK OF CURRICULUM BY CBSE 

Units Topics Periods Mark

s 

I What is Psychology? 16 7 

II Methods of Enquiry in Psychology 20 10 

III The Bases of Human Behaviour 20 8 

IV Human Development 16 6 

V Sensory, Attentional and Perceptual Processes 20 8 

VI Learning 22 9 

VII Human Memory 20 8 

VIII Thinking 18 7 

IX Motivation and Emotion 18 7 

Total 170 70 

 



http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain22/SrSec
/Psychology_SrSec_2021-22.pdf 
 

UNIT WISE MARKS DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

JUNE 

UNIT-1 WHAT IS PSYCHOLOGY? 

The topics in this unit are: 

1. Introduction 

2. What is Psychology? 

⇒ Psychology as a Discipline 

⇒ Psychology as a Natural Science 

⇒ Psychology as a Social Science 

3. Understanding Mind and Behaviour 

              4. Popular Notions about the Discipline of Psychology 

              5. Evolution of Psychology 

              6. Development of Psychology in India 

              7. Branches of Psychology 

              8. Themes of Research and Applications 

              9. Psychology and Other Disciplines 

             10. Psychologists at Work 

             11. Psychology in Everyday Life 

JULY 

Unit II: Methods of Enquiry in Psychology 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Goals of Psychological Enquiry 

⇒ Steps in Conducting Scientific Research 

⇒ Alternative Paradigms of Research 

3.  Nature of Psychological Data 

4.  Some Important Methods in Psychology 

⇒ Observational Method 

⇒ Experimental Method 

⇒ Correlational Research 

⇒ Survey Research 

⇒ Psychological Testing 

⇒ Case Study 

5.  Analysis of Data 

⇒ Quantitative Method 

⇒ Qualitative Method 

6.  Limitations of Psychological Enquiry 

7.  Ethical Issues     

AUGUST 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain22/SrSec/Psychology_SrSec_2021-22.pdf
http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/CurriculumMain22/SrSec/Psychology_SrSec_2021-22.pdf


Unit III: The Bases of Human Behaviour 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Evolutionary Perspective 

3.  Biological and Cultural Roots 

4.  Biological Basis of Behaviour 

⇒ Neurons 

5. Structure and Functions of Nervous System and Endocrine System and their Relationship with 

Behaviour and Experience 

⇒ The Nervous System 

⇒ The Endocrine System 

6.  Heredity: Genes and Behaviour 

7.  Cultural Basis : Socio-Cultural Shaping of Behaviour 

⇒ Concept of Culture 

8.  Enculturation 

9.  Socialization 

10. Acculturation 

SEPTEMBER 

Unit IV: Human Development 
The topics in this unit are 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Meaning of Development 

⇒ Life-Span Perspective on Development 

3.  Factors Influencing Development 

4.  Context of Development 

5.  Overview of Developmental Stages 

⇒ Prenatal Stage 

⇒ Infancy 

⇒ Childhood 

⇒ Challenges of Adolescence 

⇒ Adulthood and Old Age 

SEPTEMBER 

Unit V: Sensory, Attentional and Perceptual Processes 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Knowing the world 

3.  Nature and varieties of Stimulus 

4.  Sense Modalities 

⇒ Visual Sensation 

⇒ Auditory Sensation 

5.  Attentional Processes 

⇒ Selective Attention 

⇒ Sustained Attention 

6.  Perceptual Processes 

⇒ Processing Approaches in Perception 

7.  The Perceiver 

8.  Principles of Perceptual Organisation 

9.  Perception of Space, Depth and Distance 

⇒ Monocular Cues and Binocular Cues 

10. Perceptual Constancies 

11. Illusions 

12. Socio-Cultural Influences on Perception 



OCTOBER 

Unit VI: Learning 
The topics in this unit are:  

1.  Introduction 

2.  Nature of Learning 

3.  Paradigms of Learning 

4.  Classical Conditioning 

⇒ Determinants of Classical Conditioning 

5.  Operant/Instrumental Conditioning 

⇒ Determinants of Operant Conditioning 

6.  Key Learning Processes 

7.  Observational Learning 

8.  Cognitive Learning 

9.  Verbal Learning 

10. Concept Learning 

11. Skill Learning 

12. Transfer of Learning 

13. Factors Facilitating Learning 

14. The Learner : Learning Styles 

15. Learning Disabilities 

16. Applications of Learning Principles     

NOVEMBER 

Unit VII: Human Memory 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Nature of Memory 

3.  Information Processing Approach : The Stage Model 

4.  Memory Systems : Sensory, Short-term and Long- term Memories 

5.  Levels of Processing 

6.  Types of Long-term Memory 

⇒ Declarative and Procedural; Episodic and Semantic 

7.  Knowledge Representation and Organisation in Memory 

8.  Memory as a Constructive Process 

9.  Nature and Causes of Forgetting 

⇒ Forgetting due to Trace Decay, Interference and 

Retrieval Failure 

10. Enhancing Memory 

⇒ Mnemonics using Images and Organisation 

DECEMBER 

Unit VIII: Thinking 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Nature of Thinking 

⇒ Building Blocks of Thought 

3.  The Processes of Thinking 

4.  Problem Solving 

5.  Reasoning 

6.  Decision-making 

7.  Nature and Process of Creative Thinking 

⇒ Nature of Creative Thinking 

⇒ Process of Creative Thinking 

8.  Developing Creative Thinking 



⇒ Barriers to Creative Thinking 

⇒ Strategies for Creative Thinking 

9.  Thought and Language 

10. Development of Language and Language Use 

JANUARY 

Unit IX: Motivation and Emotion 
The topics in this unit are: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  Nature of Motivation 

3.  Types of Motives 

⇒ Biological Motives 

⇒ Psychosocial Motives 

4.  Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

5.  Nature of Emotions 

6.  Physiological Bases of Emotions 

7.  Cognitive Bases of Emotions 

8.  Cultural Bases of Emotions 

9.  Expression of Emotions 

⇒ Culture and Emotional Expression 

⇒ Culture and Emotional Labelling 

10. Managing Negative Emotions 

11. Enhancing Positive Emotions 

Practical (Projects, experiments, small studies, etc.): 30 marks 

The students shall be required to undertake one project and conduct two experiments. The project 

would involve   the   use   of   different methods   of   enquiry   and   related   skills.   Practical   

would   involve conducting experiments  and  undertaking  small  studies,  exercises, related to the 

topics covered in the course (e.g. Human development, Learning, Memory, Motivation, Perception, 

Attention and Thinking). 

 
 

Practical Examination 

⇒ Practical (Experiments) file: 05 Marks 

⇒ Project file: 05 Marks 

⇒ Viva Voce (Project and experiments): 05 Marks 

⇒ One experiment: 15 Marks* 

* (05 Marks for conduct of practical and 10 Marks for report writing) 

EXAM WISE SYLLABUS BREAK UP 

MONDAY TEST 1 

CHAPTER-1 

 

MID TERM 



CHAPTER-1,2,3,4 

MONDAY TEST 2 

 

CHAPTER-5 

 

COMPREHENSIVE EXAM  

 

Chapters-1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

FINAL EXAMS 

FULL SYLLABUS   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
   

June 
    - Unit 1 , Changing Trends and Career in Physical Education 

Meaning and definition 

Aim and objective 

Career options 

Competitions 

Khelo India programme 

   - Unit 2 , Olympic Value Education 

Olympic, Paralympics, and special Olympic 

Symbol, Ideals and values 

IOC and IOA 

 

July 
   - Unit 3 , Physical Fitness, Wellness and Lifestyle 

Meaning and importance 

Components Physical fitness and wellness, health related fitness 

   - Unit 4 , Physical Education and Sports for CWSN 

Aim and objective 

Organization promoting adaptive sports 

Concept of inclusion, its need and implementation 

Role of various professionals for CWSN 

 

August 

   - Unit 5 , Yoga 

Meaning and importance 

Elements  

Yoga for concentration 

Relaxation techniques 

  - Unit 6 , Physical Activity and Leadership Training 

Leadership Qualities 

Adventure sports 

Creating leader through physical education 

 

September 
   - Unit 7 , Test , Measurement and Evaluation 

Importance of test 

Calculation of BMI 

Somato types 

Measurement of health related fitness 

 

October 
- Unit 8 , Fundamentals of Anatomy, Physiology and Kinesiology in Sports 

definition and importance 



Function of skeleton system, muscles 

RS, CS 

Equilibrium 

 

November 
   - Unit 9 , Psychology in Sports 

importance 

Growth and development 

Characteristics at different stage 

Adolescent problem  

 

December 
    - Unit 10 , Training and Doping in Sports 

Meaning and concept 

Principles 

Warming up 

Skill technique and style 

Classification of Doping 

Prohibited substance and their side effects 

Dealing with alcohol and substance abuse 

 

January 
   - Revision of syllabus 
 

 


